Statistical selection strategy for risk and protective rare variants associated with complex traits.
In genetic association studies with deep sequencing data, it is a challenging statistical problem to precisely locate rare variants associated with complex diseases or traits due to the limited number of observed genetic mutations. In particular, both risk and protective rare variants can be present in the same gene or genetic region. There currently exist very few statistical methods to separate casual rare variants from noncausal variants within a disease/trait-related gene or a genetic region, while there are relatively many statistical tests to detect a phenotypic association of a group of rare variants such as a gene or a genetic region. In this article, we propose a new statistical selection strategy that is able to locate causal rare variants within the disease/trait-related gene or a genetic region. The proposed procedure is to linearly combine potential risk and protective variants in order to find the optimal combination of rare variants that can have the strongest association signal. It is also computationally very efficient since the procedure is based on forward selection. In simulation studies we demonstrate that the selection performance of the proposed procedure is more powerful than other existing methods when both risk and protective variants are present. We also applied it to the real sequencing data on the ANGPTL gene family from the Dallas Heart Study.